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By Mercado Indanti

Xlibris Corporation, United States, 2007. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. From Ngai to Casaer: A Negro Story A Layman s Guide to
Scriptural Interpretation This book tries to set forth that in our universe during ancient time there
did exist an almighty God, an omni-presence spirit and methods of communications. Those
methods included the metaphysical concept, magic, and a language common to all seven
continents. Continent by continent the author presents evidence found in the Hebrew, Muslim,
Christian, Hindu and Buddhist histories of a language of pre-Babel times. This evidence can be in
recorded history, targum, folklore, poetry, legends or in the scriptures, verse, revelations and Vedas
contained in the sacred books of the Bible, Avesta, I Ching, Koran, Puranas and other vedic books.
This language was also the predecessor to the African Bantu and the Asian Rong root languages
that pre-dated the Semitic based languages of early Mediterranean civilizations The author tries to
give and understanding of the processes of sacred text compilation, the authorship of sacred books
and the contributions of minorities, both people of color and women, to those processes. What did
any ancient empire wish to include...
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I actually started off reading this ebook. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I discovered this pdf from my i and dad suggested this pdf to understand.
-- Ma r ilyne Ha a g-- Ma r ilyne Ha a g

The ebook is great and fantastic. We have read and i also am sure that i am going to likely to go through once again again down the road. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Er ica  Tur cotte-- Er ica  Tur cotte
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